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Abstract: The paper finds a user friendly way of detecting whether a person is positive with diabetes or not. In this paper the 

tongue images that are captured from a person serves as a way to detect if the person is diabetic or not. This is a first time, in 

medical imaging that this type of test is been suggested, this could prevent time and mental tension of the patients. The tongue 

image is captured and based on this concept the image is analyzed in terms of   color, texture and geometric feature. To combat 

the conventional methods this paper proposes a method to avoid the introduction of instruments in the patient body to detect 

diabetes mellitus (DM) and non-proliferative diabetic retinopathy (NPDR) .A noninvasive device is used for this , the images that 

are captured are image wrapped , a tongue color spectrum is established with 12 color which could be present on the tongue , the 

tongue texture is identified with the using the predicted texture values in which one of the value close to the prediction is 

represented by the eight blocks that would characterize them . Finally the geometric details are calculated based on the 13 features 

that are extracted from the tongue images based on the measurement, distance, area and their ratio. The combination of the color, 

texture and geometry of the tongue would help us analyze the health condition of the patient and categorize them into three 

categories. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

     We being in the 20
th

 century medical diagnosis is 

improving day by day and so are the various types of disease. 

The next generation trend is that people are getting more 

conscious towards personal health care. Personal health care 

when taken to the next stage would be in such a state where a 

person can carry on his/her diagnosis by themselves and 

update them on a database which can be analysed by a 

trained professional. People go online for almost every 

commodity, the next stage which could be proposed in the 

future days to come, is a personal health care system in 

which initial diagnosis is done in-home. The world health 

organization in its recent report mentions about traditional 

and complementary medicine (T&CM)  as the most 

important and often underestimated part of health services 

[39] .At the international conference on Traditional medicine 

for south east Asian countries held on February 2013 , Dr. 

Margaret chan had emphasised on preserving the knowledge 

about ancient medicines and the practices which is a in house 

treatment which is affordable to everyone , when the health 

care cost are soaring in their costs.  

     Japan is one of countries where technology is in its cutting 

edge, they share a  estimated amount of US$130 billion under 

research and development , which is considered as the third 

largest in the world . While mentioning about their technical 

growth, the article released by WHO[39] quotes the Japanese 

health insurance and reimbursement in Japan , the article 

state that 84% of Japanese physicians use Kampo medicines.  

The main reason to mention kampo medicine is that in 

traditional Japanese health care (kampo) tongue color is a 

important aspect in discerning a patients condition[4] .The 

tongue color variations were studied using Fransworth-

Munsell 100 Hue test . The tongue color degraded with the 

patient age, but the kampo practitioner with more than 10 

years of experience is capable of diagnosing the patient 

condition irrespective of the patient ageing .This paper [1] 

inspired from the non invasive method of detection, has tried 

to diagnose if a person has diabetes or is prone to diabetes 

mellitus or diabetic retinopathy from the image of the tongue. 

The tongue color, texture and geometry is taken into 

consideration.  

II. ANALYSIS OF THE TONGUE 

A.  Tongue Diagnosis As Part Of TCM 

    The tongue is a muscular organ [40] in the mouth .It is 

covered with a tissue called mucosa , this gives the tongue a 

pink color .Papillae is responsible for the texture of the 

tongue , the taste buds cover the papillae and these taste buds 

are connected to the cells that are in close resemblance to the 

nerve and they are well connected to the brain , through 

which  the different taste signals are transmitted .The tongue 

according to the TCM(traditional Chinese medicine ) has 

connection to lost of the internal organs and the channels that 
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are linked to the tongue . It is the primary organ for 

inspection and diagnosis in TCM. The tongue is perceived to 

have special connection with the heart. Beautifully the tongue 

is described as “flowers” into the heart [41] . The rule is that 

when one part of the body is affected it is reflected in other 

parts of the body. The anatomy according to the kampo 

medicine specifies that the heart channel connects to the tip 

of the tongue, the spleen channel connects to the lower 

surface of the tongue, it is said that the spleen divergent 

channel penetrates the tongue. Kidney channel is said to 

terminate at the base of the tongue. The liver and gall bladder 

are interlinked to the roots of the tongue .Taken the physical 

view of the tongue the connected organs are connected as 

shown in the Fig.1. 

                    
Fig.1. Tongue areas as they correspond to internal organs 

in chinese medicine. 

     In the chinese traditional practice the tongue is analysed 

based on color, shape ,features, moisture ,coating ,tongue 

coating thickness ,tongue body cracks, tongue coat root.  

B. General Tongue Analysis 

     A normal tongue has a pink or light red color . When the 

tongue is found to be bluish purple or reddish purple tongue  

indicates both cold and hot conditions. A reddish purple 

tongue can be a symptom  a heat and blood stagnation .A 

dark reddish purple color to the tongue may be due to the 

depleted fluids which may be due to excess heat in the body. 

A dark red tongue may indicate a dificiency of heat or a 

excess heat in the person’s body. The deficiency or  a  excess 

heat can be distinguished from the type of coating on the 

tongue surface , yellow coating in case of deficiency and a 

shiny coat , or little or no coat indicates deficient of heat . A 

red tip of the tongue indicates that there is heat in heart . A 

dark red color or a crimson indicates a internal injury such as 

trauma, nutritive problem or irregular blood level.A pale 

tongue body indicates cold .A green tongue apart from oral 

candidiasis , may also indicate upper respiratory track 

infection.  

III.  METHODOLOGY 

A. Tongue Image  

  This paper [1] inspired from the non invasive method of 

detection, has tried to diagnose if a person has diabetes or is 

prone to diabetes mellitus or diabetic retinopathy from the 

image of the tongue. The tongue color, texture and geometry 

is taken into consideration Maintaining the Integrity of the 

Specifications. 

B.  Image Color Correction   

      The image color correction is done online when the 

images are captured .The images that are captured are liable 

to be different from the actual image due to the harware used 

to capture the image , light source , lack of proper 

illumination or even disturbance when the images are 

captured. Recent CCD cameras are designed with high 

performing hardware and well designed software , this has a 

highly refined design of advanced microchips and software 

which are capable of overcomming the imperfections during 

the image capture .The 3 CCD cameras give images with 

high resolution and less noise level.The intial color 

adjustment happens in the CCD camera , that has a reserved 

individual values for the 3 primary colors .This is specifically 

mentioned as medical cameras. 

C. Image Analysis 

      The images that are captured are taken in a database and 

then analyzed. The patients concern are taken even before 

taking the images of the tongue in the database, for the  

analysis I have taken the images from a medical database . 

The images that are taken are analysed by segmentation 

process where the foreground pixels of the tongue are 

separated from the background pixels. The segmentation is 

done with the help of BEDT( bielliptical deformation 

template)  in combination with the BEDC (bielliptical 

deformation contour ). 

D.  Tongue Image Diagnosis 

 
Fig.2. Flowchart of biometric based automatic tongue 

diagnosis system. 

     The tongue as a image when analysed has edges which 

appears as a disconnected section and incomplete regions or 

so called fragmentary issues along with the pathological 

details which usually appears on the surface of the tongue. 

The traditional image processing technique which uses edge 

detection and region growing fails due to the fragmentary 

weakness of the edges of the image of the tongue as shown in 

the Fig.2. The edge detection traces the edges with the help 

of a function that searches the images where the intensity of 

the image changes rapidly.  

IV. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE TO DIAGNOSE 

DIABETES AND DIABETIC RETINOPATHY 

A. Segmentation 

      Segmentation is the process of partitioning the image into 

group of pixels which are homogenous with respect to some 
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criterion [43]. Different groups must not intersect with each 

other and adjacent groups must be heterogeneous. 

Segmentation algorithms are not pixel oriented rather are 

area oriented. The segmentation will cause splitting of image 

into connected parts. The image segmentation can be 

classified based on the type of segmentation that is adopted 

for the type of image analysis. The image analysis algorithms 

are based on any one of such procedures. 

 Region approach  

 Boundary approach  

 Edge approach  

B.  Edge Based Segmentation  

    The edge based segmentation [43] exploits spatial 

information based on the edges of a image. Edges correspond 

to the discontinuities in the homogeneity criterion of the 

segments. The edge detection is usually done using prewitt, 

sobel and Laplacian filters. But when considering an edges 

that are deformable and having variation the typical methods 

that are used for edge detection will not give a satisfactory 

effect. The BEDT captures gross shape features by using the 

steepest decent method on its energy function in the 

parameter space. The BEDC[16]  is derived from the BEDT 

by substituting template forces for classical internal forces, 

and can deform to fit local details. This algorithm features 

fully automatic interpretation of tongue images and a 

consistent combination of global and local controls via the 

template force. BEDC to a large set of clinical tongue 

images. 

C. Chromaticity Diagram  

    A colour gamut in the CIExyY color space depicting the 

tongue colour gamut inside the red boundary. Furthermore, 

98% of the tongue colour gamut can be located within the 

black boundary as shown in the Fig.3. The CIE chromaticity 

diagram is the international standard for primary colour. It 

allows all other colors to be defined as the weighted sum of 

the primary colours. In the CIE system the RGB values are 

transformed into trisimulus values which are given by XYZ. 

 

                          (1) 

 

 
Fig.3. CIExy color space. 

  The tongue color gamut can be represented using several 

points by drawing lines from the RGB color space. Colors 

that are obtained from the color gamut for a normal tongue is 

given by  

 

 
Fig.4. Colors of healthy tongue from gamut. 

After CIEXYZ we need to convert the same to CIELAB 

values. From [1] 

                                            (2) 

Where f(x)=x
1/3

 if x > 0.008856 or f(x)=7.787x+16/116 if x  

0.008856. 

     The LAB values are then compared to 12 colors from the 

tongue color gamut (see fig.4) and assigned the color which 

is closest to it (measured using Euclidean distance).After 

evaluating all tongue foreground pixels, the total of each 

color  is summed and divided by the total number of pixels. 

This ratio of the 12 colors forms the tongue color feature 

vector V, where the v is given by  v=[c1,c2,c3,c4,c5,c6, 

c7,c8,c9,c10,c11,c12] [1] and ci  represents the sequence of 

colors in figure 4. As an example, the color features of three 

tongues are shown in visual form along with its extracted 

color feature vector, where the original image is decomposed 

into one of the 12 colors. 

D. Geometry Analysis 

   In the following subsection we describe the 13 geometry 

features extracted from tongue images[1].These features 

based on measurements, distances, areas, and their ratios are 

used in subsequent sections to define and classify 5 tongue 

shapes[44]. 

Width: The width (w ) feature is measured as the horizontal 

distance along the -axis from a tongue’s furthest right edge 

point ( xmax) to its furthest left edge point( xmin)[44] 

                                            (3) 

Length: The length (l) features is measured as the vertical 

distance along the y-axis from a tongue’s furthest bottom 

edge (Ymax ) point to its furthest top edge point (Ymin)[44] 

                                              (4) 

Length Width Ratio: The length width ratio is given by (lw) 

ratio[44] 
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                                                       (5) 

Smaller Half Distance: The smaller half distance (z) is the 

half distance of l or w  depending on which segment is 

shorter[44]  

                                                (6) 

Center Distance: The center distance cd refers to the 

distance from w’s y-center   point to the center point of 

l(ycp)[44] 

                   (7) 

Center Distance Ratio: Center Distance Ratio. Center 

distance ratio (cdr) is ratio of cd to𝑙 [44] 

                                                             (8) 

Area:  The area (𝑎) of a tongue is defined as the number of 

tongue foreground pixels[44]. 

Circle Area: Circle area (ca) is the area of a circle within the 

tongue foreground using smaller half Distance𝑧,where[44] 

                                                          (9) 

                                                              (10) 

Circle Area Ratio:  Circle area ratio (car) is the ratio of ca to 

a [44] 

                                                               (11) 

Square Area:  Square area (sa) is the area of a square 

defined within the tongue foreground using smaller half 

distance Z[44] 

                                                            (12) 

Square Area Ratio:  Square area ratio (sar) is the ratio of sa 

to𝑎[44] 

                                                              (13) 
Triangle Area: Triangle area (ta) is the area of a triangle 

defined within the tongue foreground .The right point of the 

triangle is 𝑥max, the left point is 𝑥min and the bottom 

is𝑦max.[44] 

Triangle Area Ratio: Triangle area ratio (tar) is the ratio of 

ta to 𝑎: 

                                                                (14) 

     Tongue Shape Classification on TCM we can define 5 

tongue shapes, rectangle, acute triangle, obtuse triangle, 

square, and circle, which can be classified using the 13 

features explained [44].A rectangle tongue’s vertical length is 

long, but its horizontal width along the tip, body, and root 

remains relatively constant. An acute triangle tongue’s 

vertical length is longer than its largest horizontal width (at 

the root) but gradually decreases from  the  body down to the 

tip .If the tongue shape is an obtuse triangle ,its horizontal 

width is greater than its vertical length, with the width 

steadily decreasing as it approaches the tip. In a square 

tongue shape both its horizontal width and vertical length are 

similar. Finally, if a tongue is circle, both the horizontal 

width and vertical length will be alike. To classify tongue 

images into its proper shape, a decision tree structure shown 

in Fig.5 is used. Given a tongue[44]  we first examine its 

length-width (𝑙𝑤) ratio. If this ratio is 𝑡𝑙𝑤low ≤ 𝑙𝑤 ≤ 𝑡𝑙𝑤high, 

the tongue shape must be square or circle(left branch), and if 

the ratio is 𝑡𝑙𝑤high<𝑙𝑤 or 𝑡𝑙𝑤low >𝑙𝑤, the shape of the tongue 

can be rectangular ,acute triangle or obtuse triangle (right 

branch). The values of 𝑡𝑙𝑤low and 𝑡𝑙𝑤high are 0.95 and 

1.05,respectively. Focusing on the left branch, the average 

radius (𝑟avg)of the tongue is first calculated as 

                                             (15) 

      The ratio of Tsc is calculated as  

                                           (16) 

      If the tongue shape is approximately square, the value 

of𝑇sc ≈4(i.e.,4⋅Ravg
2
/Ravg

2
), and if it is approximately 

circle,𝑇sc ≈𝜋 i.e.,𝜋⋅ Ravg
2
/Ravg

2
). Hence, the two shapes can be 

defined as Square=𝑇sc ≥𝜋+𝜀, Circle=𝑇sc <𝜋+𝜀.Turning our 

attention to the right branch, we initially calculate the ratio 

𝑇rao : 𝑇rao =𝑎(𝑙⋅𝑤) If this ratio is greater than or equal to 𝑡rect 

,the tongue shape is rectangle Rectangle=𝑇rao≥𝑡rect where 

𝑡rect is 0.85 and the maximum of 𝑇rao is 1[44]. If 𝑇rao <𝑡rect, the 

shape of the tongue is either acute or obtuse triangle. To 

determine which triangle, length-width ratio is used once 

again as follows[44] 

 

Acute Triangle =(𝑇rao <𝑡rect )∧(𝑙𝑤≥𝑡ao) 

Obtuse Triangle=(𝑇rao <𝑡rect )∧(𝑙𝑤<𝑡ao 05. 

 

 
Fig.5.Decision tree to classify the tongue shapes. 

V. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS 

A. Tongue Color Analysis 

      The tongue image is obtained from the list of database 

data and they are analyzed by the methodology specified in 

the section III. The tongue image taken is given and the result 

of matlab simulation is given which shows that most of the 

image lies in the bluish region for a non healthy tongue as 

shown in the Fig.6. 
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Fig.6. Tongue image. 

 
Fig.7.simulated color analysis. 

    Fig.7 shows matlab output corresponding to  Lab values of 

the image. 

B. Expected Values  

TABLE I: Expected Values 

 

    The values are taken as a basis to identify if a tongue is a 

indication of the diseases. These 12 color comparison with 

the 13 geometry feature is used to identify if a person is 

suffering from medical disorder. Similarly the tongue 

geometry features are considered and the analysis show that 

the geometry could prove the presence of diabetes mellitus 

and non proliferative diabetic mellitus.  

TABLE II: 

 

VI. FUTURE WORK 

      The tongue texture analysis is also considered to obtain a 

even more precise detection of the presence of the disease . 

Once the texture values are obtained it is compared with the 

healthy tongue values, and taking the entire 32 feature the 

advanced detection of the disease is done. 
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